Paula Reid
RULER PLAY 3 – QUILTING & APPLIQUE
Workshop Materials List
Three 14” squares of coordinating fabrics; there should be contrast. The sample is white, red and medium grey.
Two 14” square of lightweight fusible web.
14” square of fabric for backing.
14” square of batting.
40 wt thread or metallic thread for the quilting. Choose a shade that will look great with the fabric you’re using on top.
Ruler Foot Starter Set (ruler foot, 12” Arc Ruler and Spacing Gauge).
6” Spiral ruler from Template Sampler Set 1 (your beginning class set) in the appropriate shank designation for your
machine (low, high or longarm shank).
Artisan Curve #85 ruler in the appropriate shank designation for your machine.
If you have one, bring your Crosshair Ruler; I used the 8-1/2” to line things up.
If your top fabric is light colored: Bring a fine line water soluble marker; if top fabric is dark: bring a white marking pencil
(or pounce pad if using crosshair ruler).
Whatever scissors or thread snips you normally use at the machine.
Sharp pointy small scissors; these can be curved or straight as you like.
Rulers may be pre-ordered through your dealer to purchase the day of class.
NOT REQUIRED BUT HELPFUL: The more of these classes I teach, the more feedback I get back from students that using
a slider sheet on their extension table really helps them to move the fabric sandwiches easily while doing ruler work.
These sheets are tacky on the back to adhere to your extension table and slippery on the top to help your fabric move.
They are easily removable and repositionable without leaving residue on your machine or table. There will be Free
Motion Gliders ($40 for 12’x18” size) available for purchase at the workshop; other common brands are Sew Slip and
Supreme Slider. The Free Motion Gliders are very competitive price-wise, so if you don’t already own one of these
sliders, you can purchase it in class.
Every student MUST have an extension table for their machine. It’s impossible to do this work just over an accessory
box (most of them curve and then the ruler wobbles) and even worse over a freearm. Different types of extension
tables are available… talk with your sewing machine dealer about the different options.
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